A message from the EALRGA Newsletter editor by Ayako Hatta

A message from the President by Rebecca Wong

The Study Visit Experience at the University of Melbourne Library during 1 April – 15 May 2014 by Nongluck Thiengtham

The First Thai Ambassadors in Louis XIV’s France by Andrew Gosling

Reports

Considering a national collection development policy for Asian Studies materials: a solution to budgetary and staffing issues in a not-very-digitised global space - a summary of a talk given at the 2014 ASAA conference at UWA by Michelle Hall

A report on the 2014 Asian Studies Association of Australia Conference by Alex Philp

Library news

News from the University of Melbourne by Michelle Hall

New e-Resources from the National Library of Australia by Di Ouyang

News from the Menzies Library, The Australian National University by Rebecca Wong

News

Exhibition at Melbourne University Library: Aftershocks, opening September 1, 2014 by Michelle Hall

New publications compiled by Ayako Hatta

Upcoming conferences compiled by Ayako Hatta